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Abstract
In the existing body of relevant literature, the different types of moral extension in
Mencius’s thought are not clearly differentiated. The purpose of this paper is to show
that at least four types of moral extension can be found in Mencius’s thought. First,
as is well known, the idea of kuochong 擴充 in Mencius’s thought is that one should
extend one’s moral attitude or reaction, such as ce yin zhi xin 惻隱之心, to a broader
range of people. Ce yin zhi xin is arguably a moral attitude or reaction towards another
person in distress. Mencius argues that such a moral attitude should be expanded to
everyone, not solely the single individual in need right now. Second, another type of
moral extension is in fact what has wielded more influence in the development of
Confucian thought in history: the extension from family to nation. This is distinguishable
from kuochong as the expanded attitude is not a purely moral one, but rather an attitude
applied initially to blood relations. Third, there is yet another type of moral extension
in Mencius’s thought: the diffusion of moral attitudes or actions among different people.
This type is different from the first two types because it has to do with the expansion
of the number of people sharing a certain kind of moral attitude or action. Fourth, in
his understanding of Mencius, the neo-Confucian Zhu Xi 朱熹 would not be too
concerned about the difference between the first type and the second type, which are
equally related to the extension of a certain kind of attitude, either ce yin zhi xin or
a familial attitude, since he understands both the two types equally in terms of the
expansion of ren xin 人心 (the human mind) as such. What Zhu Xi regards as Mencius’s
can be understood as the fourth type of moral extension in Mencius’s thought. This
paper aims to explore the differences among the above four types, which have not
been carefully differentiated in the literature.
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1. Introduction
Mencius (c. 372-289) is well known for the idea of kuochong 擴充.1
Roughly, the idea is that one should extend one’s moral reaction or attitude
that arises in a particular situation to another.2 In Mengzi 孟子 (Mencius)
2A.6, what is considered to be extended is ce yin zhi xin 惻隱之心, which
can be understood as “a moral attitude that causes immediate action,” such
as wanting to help upon witnessing a baby in fatal danger. Thus, the process
of kuochong enables one to generalize and demonstrate the same moral
reaction or attitude in various similar situations.3
However, kuochong is not the only theory of moral extension for
Mencius. In order to examine this possibility, in this paper I will employ
the word “extension” in a broader sense than that just involved in kuochong,
referring more generally to the expansion of one’s moral attitudes or actions
towards a broader scope of people, as well as to influence on others to share
the same moral attitudes or actions. Given this broader definition of “moral
extension,” at least three more types can be read from the context of Mengzi.
This paper aims to discern and describe these four types of moral extension,
which do not seem to be clearly differentiated in the literature.
In fact, what wielded more influence in the development of Confucian
thought in history is “the type of extension from family to nation,” namely
the idea of generalizing one’s commitment to family to others, and then to
one’s country. For example, in Lunyu 論語 (Analects), filial piety and
brotherliness (xiaoti 孝悌), namely attitudes towards parents and siblings
1

Mengzi 2A.6. Passages are cited according to Yang, Mengzi yizhu. However, in this paper,
I will refer to passages as 1A-7B rather than 1-14.
2 In this paper, I do not address the issue of how ce yin zhi xin can be characterized according
to modern terminology. For the sake of convenience, I will understand ce yin zhi xin as
a kind of “attitude,” which has cognitive and conative aspects. As such, I can sidestep the
issue, more particularly the issue of whether ce yin zhi xin is a desire or a judgment.
3 Just for reference, I will briefly introduce a couple of secondary sources concerning the idea
of kuochong. Kwong-loi Shun understands the expansion of ce yin zhi xin as the process of
enabling the application of the same reactions and attitudes in similar situations through
analogical reasoning. See Shun, “Moral Reasons in Confucian Ethics.” David B. Wong interprets
the expansion of ce yin zhi xin to be a process that allows for the exhibition of compassionate
response as a result of one’s practical deliberation in which another person’s suffering becomes
a reason to act. See Wong, “Reasons and Analogical Reasoning in Mengzi.” On the other hand,
Phillip J. Ivanhoe believes that the expansion of ce yin zhi xin allows one to appreciate one’s
own nascent moral sense when it is not wholly apparent in a specific situation. See Ivanhoe,
“Confucian Self Cultivation and Mengzi’s Notion of Extension.”
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related by blood, are understood as the root (ben 本) of the execution of
ren 仁, one of the foundational values in Confucian thought. This seems to
propose a model of advancing attitudes learned and practiced within the
family to relationships outside of the family.4
Mencius also seems to advance similar thought in Mengzi 4A.5,
maintaining that the root of all under heaven and of nations (tianxia 天下)
lies in the family ( jia 家).5 Moreover, during a conversation with King Xuan
of Qi (Qi Xuan wang 齊宣王), Mencius refers to the attitude of treating
others’ elders as one would treat one’s own elders (lao wulao, yiji renzhilao
老吾老, 以及人之老), which may be considered a similar model of moral
extension.6 This can be interpreted as an order to apply sentiments felt
towards blood relations to people outside of kin.7 So this type of moral
extension should be regarded as the second type, one that is differentiated
from kuochong.
On the other hand, the neo-Confucian Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) would
not provide special treatment to the difference between the first type and
the second type in his interpretation of Mencius. The two types are equally
related to the process of broadening the scope of application of a certain
kind of attitude. But, Zhu Xi seems to understand the crux of Mencian
thought not as the two types or the difference between the two, but as the
expansion of the ability of ren xin 人心 (the human mind) as such. What
Zhu Xi regards as Mencius’s idea, namely the expansion of the mind, is
another type of moral extension that can be found in Mencian thought.
Finally, there is yet another type of moral extension that Mencius
strongly advocates: the diffusion of moral attitudes or actions among
different people. This type of extension is different from the three types
discussed above because it has to do with the expansion of the number of
people who share a certain kind of moral attitude, rather than with the
4
5
6
7

Lunyu 1.2. Passages are cited according to Yang, Lunyu yizhu. This paper will discuss Zhu
Xi’s interpretation of this passage later in Section 5.
Mengzi 4A.5: “天下之本在國, 國之本在家, 家之本在身.”
Mengzi 1A.7. I will further discuss this phrase in Section 4.
In relation to this model of extension from family to nation, Confucian ideology is often taken
to claim that the affection between blood relations should be expanded and applied to members
of wider social groups. For example, the passage in Daxue 大學 (Great Learning) that explains
that governing a country (zhi guo 治國) should follow ordering one’s own family (qi jia 齊家)
is widely considered a good demonstration of this Confucian model of extension. Hu, Daxue
zhangju daquan, 8. Page numbers refer to Wenyuange siku quanshu dianziban, which is based
on Wenyuange siku quanshu 文淵閣 四庫全書 (Wenyuange Edition of the Complete Library
of the Four Treasuries). Subsequently, I will refer to this as Siku quanshu.
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process of broadening the scope of application of one’s attitude or mind.
This paper aims to show the differences among the above four types
of moral extension, which have not been carefully differentiated in the
literature.

2. The Model of Diffusion
Prior to examining the aforementioned first three types of moral extension
in Mencius, namely kuochong of ce yin zhi xin, the extension of the affection
towards blood relations, and the extension of the mind as such, it is necessary
to mention the last one that is distinctly different from the other three.
Suppose that I exemplified myself as a filial son, so that the people
around me would also have filial piety towards their own parents. In this
situation, the attitude of filial piety would have been diffused among the
numerous people with whom I have come into contact. Mencius suggests
such diffusion as a method of governing the country. He states that if each
person treats his or her parents in a manner befitting the close relationship
(qin qin 親親), all under heaven will be rightly governed.8 Furthermore, he
understands this as seeking the dao 道 in a close place and as the easiest
method of doing something.
This diffusion of the same attitude among a broader range of people
is also found in the passage of Daxue 大學 (Great Learning) that states that
if rulers properly treat their elders as elders, filial piety will pervade among
the people.9 This method of one person behaving exemplarily in order to
spread an attitude throughout the world is also suggested as a means of
governing all under heaven. In addition, it is denoted as a type of jieju zhi
dao 絜矩之道. Jieju is a way to infer a thing through understanding of
another similar thing.10
Why the diffusion of the same attitude among different persons is
considered a kind of jieju is not immediately clear, and this question requires
further interpretation. For this reason, it is worth taking note of the following
Mengzi 4A.11: “道在爾而求諸遠, 事在易而求之難. 人人親其親, 長其長而天下平.” In identifying
this model of diffusion as a type of moral extension in Mencius’s thought, the following paper
was of great help: Kim, “Deongmok-euroseoui hyo-wa geu gyoyuk,” 37.
9 Hu, Daxue zhangju daquan, 53: “所謂平天下在治其國者, 上老老而民興孝, 上長長而民興弟,
上恤孤而民不倍, 是以君子有絜矩之道也.”
10 This is Zhu Xi’s interpretation. Hu, Daxue zhangju daquan, 53: “君子必當因其所同, 推以度物.”
8
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passage of Daxue, which connects jieju zhi dao to the idea that one should
not treat inferiors in a way that one would dislike as a way of being treated
by one’s superior, nor should one serve superiors in a way that one would
dislike as a way of being served by one’s inferior.11 This idea is the same
as the concept of shu 恕 in Lunyu.12 To act with shu is to refer to one’s
own mind in order to understand another person, thereby treating the other
person properly. In Lunyu, shu is also expressed as neng jin qu pi 能近取譬,
namely finding similarity from nearby places.13
Then the reason why the spread of filial piety is considered a type of
jieju zhi dao can be explained as follows: the same attitude can be diffused
precisely because all people fundamentally have the same mind. Rulers must
understand this aspect in order to govern the world. Moreover, everyone
naturally wants to give affection to his or her beloved persons. If rulers could
understand this, they would realize that the spread of filial piety cannot be
forced. Rather, rulers should act in exemplary ways; then, the governed
people will accordingly come to act with filial piety.
In Lunyu, jieju zhi dao is also understood as ren zhi fang 仁之方 (a
way to practice ren).14 Then it can be said that the diffusion of filial piety
is also suggested as ren zhi fang in early Confucian thought. This is similar
to Mencius’s execution of ren (renshu 仁術). Given its connection with ren,
the model of diffusion, that is, the diffusion of the same attitude such as
filial piety among a broader scope of people, is a kind of moral extension
in early Confucian thought. For now, it is important to note that this model
is to be distinguished from the three other types of moral extension that I
will explicate in the following sections.

3. The Model of Kuochong
Kuochong is the abbreviation for kuo er chong zhi 擴而充之 in Mengzi 2A.6.
It literally means “to extend” or “to fill up.” In the context of Mengzi 2A.6,
what is to be extended and filled up is very likely siduan 四端 (four moral
sprouts). Among siduan, bu ren ren zhi xin 不忍人之心 or ce yin zhi xin
11
12
13
14

Hu, Daxue zhangju daquan, 55: “所惡於上, 毋以使下, 所惡於下, 毋以事上. 所惡於前, 毋以先
後, 所惡於後, 毋以從前. 所惡於右, 毋以交於左, 所惡於左, 毋以交於右. 此之謂絜矩之道.”
Lunyu 15.24: “子貢問曰, 有一言而可以終身行之者乎. 子曰 其恕乎. 己所不欲, 勿施於人.”
Lunyu 6.30: “夫仁者, 己欲立而立人, 己欲達而達人. 能近取譬, 可謂仁之方也已.”
Lunyu 6.30.
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should be the object that is to be extended in relation to ren 仁.15 Ce yin
zhi xin is an attitude that reacts to another person in danger, immediately
causing one to want to help. Almost anyone witnessing a crawling baby on
the verge of falling into a well would immediately be compelled to help.
This reaction would not be based on any special relationship with that baby,
neither the honor that would follow the successful rescue of the baby, nor
the shame that would follow disregarding the baby in peril.16 In other words,
it is not influenced by private relationships or selfish interests. Mencius’s
point is that this attitude is purely moral.
Mencius claims that success in kuochong of ce yin zhi xin would protect
all people of the world, whereas failure in this would not even allow for
the proper care of one’s own family. This claim implies that kuochong is
a process in which an agent expands his moral attitude and gradually applies
it to many people.
The same concept can be seen in Mengzi 1A.7, in which Mencius
advises King Xuan of Qi to protect his people (bao min 保民). Mencius
suggests the execution of ren as a method for protecting people, thus
advising the king to apply bu ren 不忍 (the mind that cannot bear to see
the suffering of other creatures), which the king demonstrated in the past
when he saw a cow being sacrificed, to his people in distress. King Xuan
of Qi made the error of failing to exercise the same moral attitude towards
his people in distress, even though he spared the life of an ox on witnessing
the terror in its eyes as it was dragged away to slaughter. Evoking this,
Mencius advises the king to apply the sentiment he felt for the beast towards
his people.17 Mencius believes that ren can eventually be executed through
such expansion and application.
In addition, in Mengzi 1A.7, the expression tui en 推恩 (extension of grace)
appears.18 This denotes increasing the number of recipients of dispensation.
Mencius says that the whole world can be protected through tui en, whereas
failure to exercise it would preclude even proper care of one’s own family. This
15
16

17
18

Later in this paper, I will discuss the possibility that bu ren ren zhi xin is distinguished
from ce yin zhi xin.
Mengzi 2A.6: “今人乍見孺子將入於井, 皆有怵惕惻隱之心. 非所以內交於孺子之父母也, 非所
以要譽於鄉黨朋友也, 非惡其聲而然也.” In the above, I understand the last phrase of the
passage according to Zhao Qi’s 趙岐 interpretation, which is accepted by Zhu Xi. See Jiao,
Mengzi zhengyi, 233. On the other hand, Yang Bojun suggests a different understanding
of the last phrase. See Yang, Mengzi yizhu, 80.
Mengzi 1A.7: “舉斯心加諸彼而已.”
Mengzi 1A.7: “故推恩足以保四海, 不推恩無以保妻子.”
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is the same consequence as that mentioned in the discussion of the results of
kuochong. Thus, tui en is analogous to kuochong.
In Mengzi 7B.31, the process of applying the un-bearing mind (bu ren
不忍) to what the mind can bear (da zhi 達之) is understood as ren.19 This
use of bu ren alludes to bu ren ren zhi xin in Mengzi 1A.7, and it can thus
be understood as a purely moral attitude such as ce yin zhi xin. The da 達
of da zhi used here is similar to the tui 推 of tui en, meaning that the
un-bearing mind could reach many more people. This is analogous to the
meaning of kuochong.
Both the model of kuochong in this section and the model of diffusion
in the previous section are the methods for executing ren. However, these
two are completely different models of moral extension. That is, kuochong
of ce yin zhi xin has to do with one agent’s gradually applying a certain
attitude to various situations and numerous people, whereas the model of
diffusion has to do with many more people’s gradually sharing an agent’s
exemplary attitude.

4. The Extension of Familial Attitude
It is possible to identify yet another model of moral extension that is
distinguished from kuochong in Mengzi. This model of extension is similar
to kuochong in the sense that it has to do with the expansion of one’s specific
attitude to many more people. However, the expanded attitude is not a purely
moral attitude such as ce yin zhi xin, but rather an attitude that is initially
applied to blood relations. More accurately, it is a model of extension that
applies reactions or attitudes learned within kinship relations to people
outside of blood relations. For convenience, I will call this model “the
extension of familial attitude.”20
For instance, one may treat strangers as if they were one’s own family.
This treatment can be considered an outcome of the extension of familial
attitude. There is an expression in Daxue that reflects such an extension: ru
19
20

Mengzi 7B.31: “人皆有所不忍, 達之於其所忍, 仁也. 人皆有所不爲, 達之於其所爲, 義也. 人能
充無欲害人之心, 而仁不可勝用也. 人能充無穿踰之心, 而義不可勝用也.”
In fact, it is debatable whether Mencius actually gives clear thought to this type of moral
extension. I am writing a separate paper based on this doubt, in which I will argue that
most of the relevant expressions and ideas, which will also be explained below in this
section, either are ambiguous or encompass different types of moral extension, so that it
is not clear if Mencius takes the extension of familial attitude seriously.
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bao chizi 如保赤子, which means “protecting as if an infant.”21 The subsequent
passage states, “There are no people who marry after learning how to raise
a child.” This is to say, anyone can figure out how to take care of her own
infant even without a formal education of child-rearing. Then the expression,
ru bao chizi, advises a ruler to care for his people as if they were his own
children. Thus understood, ru bao chizi is a piece of evidence that shows that
the extension of familial attitude is adopted by early Confucian thinkers.
Moreover, in the case of Xunzi 荀子 (c. 313-238 BCE), the extension
of familial attitude is explicitly advanced. Relevant passages in Xunzi include:
“The people should treat the ruler as they would their own parents and be
willing to die for him,” “The people will treat the ruler fondly and joyfully
as if he were a parent and be willing to die for him,” and “The people will
treat the ruler fondly and joyfully as if he were a parent, and even death
would not make them deter allegiance to him.” These passages demonstrate
the attitude of treating the ruler as if he were one’s own parent.22 As a matter
of fact, a similar expression appears in Mengzi as well, even though it does
not allude to familial attitude: “If the ruler acts with compassion, the people
will treat the ruler fondly and be willing to die for him.”23
A sentence in Mengzi that may convey the idea of the extension of
familial attitude is “lao wulao yiji renzhilao” 老吾老, 以及人之老.24 To delve
into the meaning of this sentence, it is worth considering its various
translations: Seong Baek-hyo’s Korean translation reads, “I serve my elders
as elders, thus influencing others and their elders.”25 Yang Bojun’s Chinese
translation reads, “Through respecting the elders of my family, I push
forward and expand to respecting the elders of other families.”26 D. C. Lau’s
English translation reads, “I treat the elders of my family properly according
to their ages, and expand this treatment to elders of other families.”27 Strictly
21

22

23
24
25
26
27

Hu, Daxue zhangju daquan, 48: “所謂治國必先齊其家者, 其家不可教而能教人者, 無之. 故君
子不出家而成教於國. 孝者, 所以事君也. 弟者, 所以事長也. 慈者, 所以使眾也. 康誥曰如保赤
子. 心誠求之, 雖不中不遠矣. 未有學養子而後嫁者也. 一家仁, 一國興仁. 一家讓, 一國興讓. 一
人貪戾, 一國作亂.”
Li, Xunzi jishi, 204: “故仁人在上, 百姓貴之如帝, 親之如父母, 爲之出死斷亡.”; Li, Xunzi
jishi, 215: “百姓皆愛其上, 人歸之如流水, 親之歡如父母, 爲之出死斷亡.”; and Li, Xunzi jishi,
251: “故下之親上, 歡如父母, 可殺而不可使不順.” See also Li, Xunzi jishi, 257 and 343.
Mengzi 1A.12: “君行仁政, 斯民親其上, 死其長矣.”
Mengzi 1A.7.
Seong, Hyeonto wanyeok maengja jipju, 36.
Yang, Mengzi yizhu, 20.
Lau, Mencius, 19: “Treat the aged of your own family in a manner befitting their venerable
age and extend this treatment to the aged of other families.”
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speaking, Seong’s translation does not in any way suggest that any familial
attitude plays a part in the model for the attitude that should also be adopted
towards relationships outside of blood relations. In contrast, in Yang’s and
Lau’s translations, the idea of the generalization of one’s attitude toward
family to other non-blood-related individuals is both plausible and strongly
inferred; it is clearly implied especially in Lau’s translation.
In addition, the following passage in Mengzi 7A.15 could also suggest
the extension of familial attitude: “qin qin, ren ye. . . . dazhi tianxia ye”
親親, 仁也. . . . 達之天下也. The question of whether this reflects the
extension of familial attitude depends on how the phrase, “dazhi tianxia”
達之天下, is understood. It may be interpreted as “gradual application to all
the people under heaven.” The whole passage then means “to gradually apply
qin qin, namely the familial attitude, to all the people under heaven.” Thus
understood, the passage reflects the extension of familial attitude.28
In relation to the Mencian idea of the extension of familial attitude, there
is one more point to make. When qin is used as a verb, the subject of its
application reaches beyond the constraint of blood-related family members.
Examples in early Chinese texts include qin min 親民 (giving affection to the
people) in Liji 禮記 (Book of Rites), qin you 親友 (giving affection to one’s
friends) in Xunzi, and qin xian 親賢 (giving affection to the wise) in Mengzi
and Xunzi.29 In these instances, qin is an attitude assumed towards the people,
friends, and the wise, all of whom are non-blood relations. Mencius especially
emphasizes the importance of treating the wise with the attitude of qin as a
priority for ultimately realizing ren. This is an attitude necessary for an
effective process of selecting talented people on the basis of merit, and without
the influence of nepotism. Qin xian can plausibly be understood as an outcome
of the extension of qin qin, even though Mencius does not explicitly mention
it. Since qin qin is the starting point for the realization of ren, qin xian can
be regarded as an example of the application of attitudes learned from one’s
28

29

This understanding is suggested by Kwong-loi Shun. He equates dazhi in the passage to
dazhi yu 達之於 in Mengzi 7B.31. See Shun, Mencius and Early Chinese Thought, 146. This
understanding is shared by Lau, as he translates the passage as follows: “What is left to
be done is simply the extension of these [qin qin] to the whole Empire.” Lau, Mencius,
293. On the other hand, Zhu Xi’s followers acknowledged the possibility of the above
understanding of the passage, but in the end they opposed it. Refer to the following passage
in Hu, Mengzi jizhu daquan, 30:23: “問仁義不止於孝弟, 而孟子以爲達之天下, 還是推孝弟之
心, 以友愛天下? 是仁義否. 潛室陳氏曰, 此章無推此及彼之意. 所謂達乃達道達德之達.”
Hu, Daxue zhangju daquan, 1: “大學之道, 在明明德, 在親民, 在止於至善.”; Li, Xunzi jishi,
23: “故君子隆師而親友, 以致惡其賊.”; Li, Xunzi jishi, 681: “不親賢用知, 故身死國亡也.”;
and Mengzi 7A.46: “仁者無不愛也, 急親賢之爲務.”
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familial relationships to subjects outside of one’s family. Thus, the use of qin
xian in Mengzi can be considered circumstantial evidence to substantiate
Mencius’s model of the extension of familial attitude.
In summary, while the model of moral extension discussed in this
section is partially similar to kuochong in that it extends and applies a
specific attitude to various subjects, the related attitude is initially directed
to one’s family, rather than a purely moral attitude such as ce yin zhi xin.
The extension occurs when applying this familial attitude to people outside
of blood relations. As examined above, it is possible to glean this type of
moral extension from several passages of Mengzi.

5. The Perspective of Zhu Xi: The Expansion of Xin 心 (Mind)
In the context of Mengzi 2A.6, the subject of extension seems to be ce yin
zhi xin; Mencius there seems to suggest the kuochong of ce yin zhi xin. In
this line of thought, I have interpreted kuochong as applying one’s purely
ethical attitude, such as ce yin zhi xin, to a broader scope of people in the
foregoing sections. Zhu Xi also uses an expression such as “the four sprouts
(siduan 四端), [which includes ce yin zhi xin,] undergoing kuochong (used
as a noun)” or “kuochong-ing (used as a verb) the four sprouts.”30
However, according to Zhu Xi, moral extension is not solely limited
to the extension of ce yin zhi xin. For him, the expansion of ren xin, from
which ce yin zhi xin emanates, is much more important. This idea is apparent
in his annotation of Mengzi 2A.6: “As discussed in this passage [Mengzi
2A.6], the xing qing 性情 (nature and feelings) of human beings and the
ti yong 體用 of the mind [namely the underlying essence and manifestation
of the mind] are wholly embodied [in everyone], and each [manifestation
of the mind] similarly has its coherence and reason (tiaoli 條理). If the
learner reflects and searches for this fact and expands (kuochong) it, then
he will fulfill what is given to him by heaven.”31 Here, presumably, what
is to be expanded is xin that wholly embodies xing, namely human nature.
According to Zhu Xi, the mind embodies wan li 萬理, that is, every
principle or essence underlying things and beings all over the world. When
30
31

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 53:1285: “四端漸會擴充矣.”; and Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 53:1292: “若能擴充,
於這一事發見, 知得這是惻隱之心, 是仁. 於別底事便當將此心充去, 使事事是仁.”
Hu, Mengzi jizhu daquan, 3:56: “此章所論人之性情, 心之體用, 本然全具, 而各有條理如此.
學者於此, 反求默識而擴充之, 則天之所以與我者, 可以無不盡矣.”
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the embodied li does not emerge outside of the mind, Zhu Xi calls it xing
性 (human nature). Ren 仁 falls under xing. The mind responds to external
stimuli and emanates various qing 情. By xin tong xing qing 心統性情, Zhu
Xi refers to the mind’s emanating qing based on its inherent xing. This
means that the mind embodies both xing and qing.32 In this line of thought,
the ce yin zhi xin described in Mengzi 2A.6 is to be understood as one
example of the mind reacting based on ren, a kind of xing inherent within
the mind; thus it is a kind of qing that emanates from the mind under the
very specific situation, in which a crawling baby is about to fall into a well.33
In other words, it is just one case in which the mind produces a specific
qing appropriate to the given circumstance. That is, the mind has to produce
different kinds of qing depending on varied situations. Then, the key of
moral cultivation is how the mind can produce qing appropriately on the
basis of xing in a wide variety of situations. The issue of how frequently
the mind can appropriately emanate qing based on xing also comes to the
fore.34 Thus, according to Zhu Xi, kuochong is related to the mind emanating
qing properly based on xing, in increasingly varied situations with increased
frequency. To Zhu Xi, it is the expansion of the mind itself.
In relation to the above understanding, it is interesting to consider what
the zhi 之 of kuo er chong zhi 擴而充之, the original expression for kuochong,
in Mengzi 2A.6 refers to, when it is understood as a demonstrative pronoun.
It may refer to bu ren ren zhi xin 不忍人之心. So far, I have equated bu
ren ren zhi xin to ce yin zhi xin, for this equation is also plausible. As a
matter of fact, the equation of these two terms is found in many translations.
In Seong Baek-hyo’s Korean translation, bu ren ren zhi xin is understood
as the mind that cannot bear to hurt other people.35 Zhao Qi 趙岐 (d. 201)
understands it as the mind that cannot commit evil to other people.36 Yang
Bojun regards it as the sentiment that pities and thus helps other people.37
32

33
34

35
36
37

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 5:94: “心之全體湛然虛明, 萬理具足, 無一毫私欲之間. 其流行該徧, 貫乎動
靜, 而妙用又無不在焉. 故以其未發而全體者言之, 則性也. 以其已發而妙用者言之, 則情也. 然
心統性情, 只就渾淪一物之中, 指其已發未發而爲言爾, 非是性是一箇地頭, 心是一箇地頭, 情又
是一箇地頭, 如此懸隔也.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 14:271: “統而言之, 仁義禮智. 以其發見而言之, 如惻隱羞惡之類. 以其見於實
用言之, 如事親從兄是也.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 53:1294: “擴是張開, 充是放滿. 惻隱之心, 不是只見孺子時有, 事事都如此.
今日就第一件事上推將去, 明日又就第二件事上推將去, 漸漸放開, 自家及國, 自國及天下, 至足
以保四海處, 便是充得盡.”
Seong, Hyeonto wanyeok maengja jipju, 102.
Jiao, Mengzi zhengyi, 232.
Yang, Mengzi yizhu, 80.
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D. C. Lau translates it in English as a heart (mind) sensitive to the suffering
of others.38 According to these translations and understandings, bu ren ren
zhi xin is a purely ethical attitude that is not related to kinship. However,
a more suitable expression for such a moral attitude would be bu ren zhi
xin 不忍之心 or bu ren 不忍, leaving ce yin zhi xin aside.
On the other hand, in his interpretation of bu ren ren zhi xin, Zhu Xi
states that people attain this bu ren ren zhi xin because they have adopted
the heaven’s mind that bears all creatures as their own mind.39 Here, bu
ren ren zhi xin can be understood to be consistent with the abovementioned
translations. But there is another possible reading of Zhu Xi’s interpretation:
Zhu Xi refers by bu ren ren zhi xin not to a specific qing emerging in a
certain situation, such as ce yin zhi xin, but to the human mind itself. This
reading enables us to see that Zhu Xi’s statement focuses more consistently
on the origin of the human mind itself. Thus understood, bu ren ren zhi
xin can be interpreted as “the human mind (ren zhi xin) that has the
characteristic of bu ren.” The focal point of the term lies in the mind, rather
than in a specific qing that emanates from the mind.
The above understanding of bu ren ren zhi xin suggests an interesting
implication: when this is referred to by the zhi of kuo er chong zhi, kuochong
can mean the expansion of the human mind itself, rather than the extension
of a specific qing such as ce yin zhi xin to a broader range of people.
At this point, it is necessary to articulate how the expansion of the
human mind is different from kuochong of ce yin zhi xin. From the
perspective of Zhu Xi, the model of kuochong, understood as the process
of broadening the scope of application of a certain kind of attitude such as
ce yin zhi xin (Section 3), should be regarded as a process related merely
to the level of qing, in that ce yin zhi xin is a kind of qing. Zhu Xi would
not completely exclude this kind of process in moral self-cultivation, but he
thinks of moral extension as a more comprehensive process than that. For
him, moral extension is to be understood with a focus on the development
of the mind as such rather than with such a limited focus on a certain kind
of qing. In this respect, what Zhu Xi considers to be Mencius’s moral
extension can be regarded as the fourth type of moral extension that can
be extracted from the context of Mengzi.

38
39

Lau, Mencius, 73.
Hu, Mengzi jizhu daquan, 3:47: “天地以生物爲心, 而所生之物, 因各得夫天地生物之心, 以爲
心, 所以人皆有不忍人之心也.”
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Moreover, the expansion of the mind encompasses more; especially, it
additionally involves the mind appropriately demonstrating the familial
attitude. To understand this, Zhu Xi’s interpretation of Lunyu 1.2 needs to
be considered. Relevant part of Lunyu 1.2 reads: “The ruler makes efforts
on the root (ben), and if the root is established, the Way will emerge. Filial
piety and brotherliness (xiaoti) are the root of the execution of ren.”40 When
annotating this passage, Zhu Xi pays closer attention to the latter part, thereby
emphasizing that filial piety and brotherliness are not the root of ren, but
rather the root of the execution of ren. Therefore, it is necessary to examine
how filial piety and brotherliness are the root of the execution of ren.
Zhu Xi relates the above passage from Lunyu to qin qin 親親 (loving
one’s kin), ren min 仁民 (showing benevolence towards the people), and ai
wu 愛物 (sparing living creatures) in Mengzi 7A.45. He juxtaposes filial piety
and brotherliness as the root of executing ren to qin qin as the root of ren
min and ai wu.41 Qin qin is the attitude of treating blood relations well, while
ren min and ai wu are attitudes towards subjects that are not within the circle
of one’s blood relations. Zhu Xi then understands the relationship between
qin qin, on the one hand, and ren min and ai wu, on the other hand, through
a comparison with the relationship between ben 本 and mo 末, namely the
relationship between a plant’s root and its leaves. The meaning of Mengzi
7A.45 may vary according to how this analogy is interpreted.
The relationship between ben and mo is basically understood in terms
of the natural phenomenon in which leaves (mo) are derived from their root
(ben). Accordingly, the idea that qin qin becomes the root of ren min and
ai wu may imply that varied attitudes towards non-blood relations are derived
from familial attitudes. This could mean that one’s showing ren towards
other people and concern towards various living creatures is possible due
to what one learns from one’s familial relationships, or that part or all of
familial attitudes are applied to non-blood relations. Then, Zhu Xi’s thought
probably is that Mengzi 7A.45 reflects the extension of familial attitude
discussed in Section 4, as does Lunyu 1.2.

40
41

Lunyu 1.2: “君子務本, 本立而道生. 孝弟也者, 其爲仁之本與.”
Hu, Lunyu jizhu daquan, 1:11: “孝弟行於家, 而後仁愛及於物, 所謂親親而仁民也. 故爲仁以孝
弟爲本.” This is a quotation of Zhengzi’s 程子 words. Also see the following annotation
by a follower of Zhu Xi. Hu, Lunyu jizhu daquan, 1:13: “仁是性, 孝弟是用. 譬如一粒粟生出
爲苗. 仁是粟, 孝弟是苗, 便是仁爲孝弟之本. 又如木有根有幹有枝葉. 親親是根, 仁民是幹, 愛物
是枝葉. 便是行仁以孝弟爲本.”
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However, Zhu Xi understands the relation between ben and mo with
a different focus. He regards it not as a derivative relation, but as temporal
order between the beginning and its ending (shi zong 始終).42 In other words,
he uses the analogy with the relation between ben and mo by focusing on
a particular aspect of it, which is that the tree comes into leaf only after
it is enrooted. Therefore, this analogy has a different implication for the
above passages.
From Zhu Xi’s point of view, qin qin, ren min, and ai wu differ only
in temporal order, and people can achieve qin qin, ren min, and ai wu over
time. According to him, people already fully possess the embodied li that,
in temporal order, manifests familial attitudes and then attitudes towards
non-blood relations. This manifestation is considered as natural a process as
branches growing from the roots of a tree.43 Thus, Zhu Xi does not see
the need for an educational process that uses familial attitudes as a root to
cultivate attitudes to properly treat non-blood relations. Importantly, this
implies that Zhu Xi would not accept the model of the extension of familial
attitude discussed in Section 4.
In relation to the above point, it should be noted that Zhu Xi does not
interpret the expressions discussed in Section 4, such as (1) “lao wulao yiji
renzhilao” and (2) “qin qin, ren ye. . . . dazhi tianxia ye,” as reflecting the
extension of familial attitude. More particularly, Zhu Xi understands the
former (1) in relation to another expression just discussed in the above, qin
qin, ren min, and ai wu. This obviously implies that Zhu Xi has in mind
only the temporal order in the manifestation of the mind in relation to the
former (1).44
In the case of the latter (2), Zhu Xi understands the phrase dazhi tianxia
as meaning that qin qin is common to all people under heaven.45 For him, the
phrase does not reflect the extension of familial attitude at all. This
42

43

44
45

Hu, Lunyu jizhu daquan, 1:13: “孝弟爲仁之本. 此是由孝弟可以至仁否? 曰非也. 謂行仁自孝弟
始, 孝弟是仁之一事. 謂之行仁之本則可, 謂是仁之本則不可.” For a debate on this topic see
Shin, Saramdaum-ui balgyeon, 367-373.
This interpretation is reflected well in the following annotation. Hu, Lunyu jizhu daquan,
1:13: “孝弟是合當底事, 不是要仁民愛物, 方從孝弟做去. 或問如草木之有根, 方始枝葉繁茂. 曰
固是但有根本則枝葉自然繁茂, 不是要得枝葉繁茂, 方始去培植本根.” Also see Hu, Lunyu
jizhu daquan, 1:13: “問爲仁以孝弟爲本. 卽所謂親親而仁民, 仁民而愛物. 孩提之童, 無不知愛
其親, 及其長也. 無不知敬其兄是皆發於心德之自然. 故論性以仁爲孝弟之本, 爲仁以孝弟爲本.
曰是道理都自仁裏發出, 首先是發出爲愛, 愛莫切於愛親, 其次便到弟其兄, 又其次便到事君, 以
及於他, 皆從這裏出. 如水相似愛是箇源頭漸漸流出.”
Hu, Mengzi jizhu daquan, 1:34: “故古人必由親親推之然後及於仁民, 又推其餘然後及於愛物.
皆由近以及遠自易以及難.”
Hu, Mengzi jizhu daquan, 30:22-23: “言親親敬長, 雖一人之私. 然達之天下, 無不同者所以爲仁義也.”
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understanding in fact fits better with the point of the whole passage Mengzi
7A.15.46 The point is that all people have liangzhi 良知 (the innate and pure
knowledge of good). Presumably, the fact that everyone commonly executes qin
qin is mentioned as a piece of evidence for the claim that everyone has liangzhi.
Even so, it is important to note that Zhu Xi also does not deny that
one must properly nurture familial attitudes in order to display these attitudes
toward non-blood relations. It is precisely because he thinks that the human
mind must be able with blood relations to achieve the manifestation of
various qing based on xing (the embodied li) in order to grow, and only
through this growth can the mind move on to the temporally later stage of
its natural development, in which the mind manifests various other qing, in
accordance with xing, in interactions with non-blood relations.
The idea that is excluded from Zhu Xi’s position is that the qing that
manifests in relationships with non-blood relations can be cultivated based
on the qing that manifests in familial relations. For Zhu Xi, the human mind
already embodies every li that enables humans to react appropriately in all
relationships, so one just needs to maintain this innate ability in such a way
that the ability can manifest gradually in relation to a broader scope of
people. That is to say, all the principles required for a person’s psychological
and cognitive development is inherently present. This can be defined as a
rather optimistic theory of determinism.

6. Conclusion
As shown throughout the foregoing sections, four different types of moral
extension can be found in Mencius’s thought. First, the model of kuochong
or kuochong of ce yin zhi xin is the process of extending one’s moral attitude
or reaction to many more people (Section 3). Ce yin zhi xin here is
understood as a purely moral attitude towards other people, such as someone
in fatal danger. Second, the extension from family to nation is the process
of extending an attitude applied initially to blood relations to people outside
of blood relations (Section 4). Third, there is yet another type of moral
extension that can be found in Mencius’s thought: the diffusion of moral
attitudes or actions among different people. This third type is distinctive in
the sense that it has to do with the influence of one’s exemplary attitudes
46

Mengzi 7A.15: “孟子曰, 人之所不學而能者, 其良能也. 所不慮而知者, 其良知也.”
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or actions on other people, which encourages those people to assume the
same attitudes or actions of their own accord.
On the other hand, in his understanding of Mencius, the neo-Confucian
Zhu Xi would not be much concerned about the difference between the first
type and the second type, which are equally related to the extension of a
certain kind of attitude, either ce yin zhi xin or a familial attitude, since he
understands them both equally in terms of the expansion of ren xin as such.
According to Zhu Xi, Mencius’s moral extension is mainly the development
of the mind in a way that emanates qing properly based on xing, in
increasingly varied situations with increased frequency (Section 5). This
interpretation of Mencius presents the fourth type of moral extension that
can be found in his thought.
As pointed out in the previous section, in Zhu Xi’s view, Mencius’s
moral extension is to be understood in terms of the cultivation of the mind
that naturally has the capability to emanate different kinds of attitudes
appropriately in differing situations, rather than in terms of the process of
broadening the scope of application of certain kinds of attitude. Thus, for
him, the aforementioned first and second types of moral extension, namely
the extension of ce yin zhi xin and the familial attitude to many more people,
do not capture the key feature of the Mencian concept of moral extension.
However, it would not be plausible to conclude that the extension of
the scope of application of either ce yin zhi xin or the familial attitude is
not present in the context of Mengzi. As shown in Sections 3 and 4, the
two types of moral extension can plausibly be read from the context of the
text. Moreover, Zhu Xi’s understanding does not exclude the two types in
the sense that when it comes to its detailed process, the development of the
mind is comprised of the two types of moral extension.
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孟子的四種道德擴張模型
金 渡 鎰

中文摘要
根據文獻資料，孟子思想裏有不同類型的道德擴張，顯示較爲模糊的差別性。故本
文聚焦於在孟子思想裏的道德擴張模型，予以探究並導出有至少四個方面的特色。首
先，眾所周知，孟子思想裏的擴充是指人應該擴張自己的道德態度或者反應，例如包括
對別人更廣範圍的惻隱之心。誠然，惻隱之心是對於處於危難之中的人的純粹道德態度
或反應。第二，另一種類型的擴張，實際上是對儒家思想史上的發展產生了較大影響：
從家庭到國家的道德擴張(延伸)。此點，區別於擴充作爲擴展的態度不是一種純粹道德
態度，而是一種最初應用於血緣關系的態度。第三，孟子思想中還存在著另一種類型的
道德擴張：道德態度或行爲在不同人群中的擴散。這一類型不同於前兩種類型，因爲它
與分享某種道德態度或行爲的人數的增加有關 。第四，新儒家朱子(朱熹)對孟子的理
解，不會那麼注重關於第一類和第二類之間的區別，這是正與一種態度的擴展密切相
關，無論是惻隱之心或一個家族的態度，因爲他對此兩者都同樣以人心擴張方面來理
解。在朱熹看來，孟子思想可以理解爲孟子思想中的第四種道德擴張模型。綜上所述，
本文的宗旨是張顯這四種類型的差別，以補歷來文獻中所乏較爲仔細區分之憾。
關鍵詞：孟子，朱熹，擴充，道德擴張，惻隱之心，心

